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OMF | HIGHLIGHTS
 OMF forms part of the Mass and Foundation Cluster (MFC) in the broader Old Mutual Group.
 MFC offers a wide range of savings and protection products to customers in the lower-income and foundation market,

as well as loans and transactional products through OMF.
 OMF contributed 23% of MFC’s profits as at June 2019 (FY 2018: 23%)

 Loan book of R18bn (FY 2018: R16.5bn).
 Active number of Money Accounts 262 893 (FY 2018: 210 618).
 Branch network of 356 (FY 2018: 348) and ATM network of 107 (FY 2018: 75).
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OMF | AVERAGE LENDING CUSTOMER PROFILE
41 Years Old

Single

African

Male

Home Owner

High School or
College Educated

Earning
Government
Employed

R15 240

Take Home
R10 387
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Banks With
Capitec

OMF | STRENGTH IN BRANCH NETWORK
Lending and
Transactional

Footprint



1 667 Financial Consultants



(FY 2018: 1 647)


547 RMM Advisors



(FY 2018: 522)


313 PF Advisors
(FY 2018: 315)
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R6.9bn of loans disbursed

Insurance



MFC: R442m (FY 2018:

Customers



1.7 million Old Mutual

(FY 2018: R13.1bn).

R933m) APE earned in

customers serviced in

Opened 257 713 accounts

branches, contributes 33%

branches (FY 2018: 3.7m).

(FY 2018: 422 234).

of MFC life sales.

R972m in swipe and save





(NPS) of 71% (FY 2018: 69%).

PFA: R195m (FY 2018:

balances (FY 2018:

R385m) APE earned in

R744m).

branches.

Average net promoter score



52k Old Mutual Rewards
customers signed-up.

OMF | LOAN BOOK STATUS HY 2019
 Slowed down growth in loan book in

H1 2019
 Tightened

credit scoring in certain

cohorts of the book
 Focus on improving collection rates
 Quality growth in book

Source: OML Interim Results booklet 2019
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OMF |BOOK PERFORMANCE OVER LAST 18 MONTHS

Source: OML Interim Results booklet 2019
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OMF | OUR STRATEGY
Our strategy is customer-led and looks to improve customer experience in a deliberate and systematic
way.

We will focus on partnering with our customers, offer appropriate solutions, provide financial

education that empowers and offer rewards for staying longer or buying more.

With this in mind our strategic priorities are:
 Growth of a quality lending and transactional customer base.
 Providing banking and lending capabilities to drive IFS focusing primarily on delivery of a transactional

offering integrated with Old Mutual Rewards.
 Becoming more digitally enabled through online, mobile and direct capabilities for sales and service.
 Attracting, retaining and developing talented and diverse employees, enabled to deliver on our

strategic objectives.
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Q&A

THANK YOU

DISCLAIMER
This presentation may contain certain forward-looking statements with respect to certain of Old Mutual Limited’s
plans and its current goals and expectations relating to its future financial condition, performance and results
and, in particular, estimates of future cash flows and costs.
By their nature, all forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events
and circumstances which are beyond Old Mutual Limited’s control including amongst other things, domestic
conditions across our operations as well as global economic and business conditions, market related risks such as
fluctuations in interest rates and exchange rates, the policies and actions of regulatory authorities, the impact of
competition, inflation, deflation, the timing and impact of other uncertainties of future acquisitions or
combinations within relevant industries, as well as the impact of tax and other legislation and other regulations in
the jurisdictions in which Old Mutual Limited and its affiliates operate. As a result, Old Mutual Limited’s actual
future financial condition, performance and results may differ materially from the plans, goals and expectations
set forth in Old Mutual Limited’s forward looking statements.
Old Mutual Limited undertakes no obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained in this
presentation or any other forward looking statements it may make.
Nothing in this presentation shall constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities.
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